ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE PROFESSIONALS
“Put a Recruiter in Your Pocket”
Personalized Headhunter Services from Sybil Goldberg, CPA
Accounting and finance professionals who may be thinking of a career move now, or in the next couple
of years, will benefit from my personal headhunter services. As a prospective candidate, you need to be
aware of trends and shifts happening in the public and corporate worlds of finance, accounting,
technology and trends. You must keep in mind that your future employer’s wish list for experience and
skills constantly changes and that means you may even find the need to update some of your skills to
more carefully match their current demands.
If you have been out of the job market and the ‘interview game’ for a while, you need someone to help
promote your past successes and minimize any employment gaps. I am asking for that job! Let me help
you with your next GREAT career move (no cost to you). All fees are paid by the employers!

Sybil Goldberg CPA/Headhunter: 20+ Years Experience! Here’s a quick bio:
As Owner of Spectral International (Awarded #1 Executive Search Firm by Ranking AZ and
awarded Best of the Best and Circle of Excellence), my background as a practicing CPA/Consultant
puts me in an ideal position to “sell” your career strengths to competing employers. Let me
prove to you how effective it is to have your own PERSONAL headhunter/recruiter who is also
knowledgeable and specialized in your field of expertise. Accounting and finance professionals
are in demand and this demand will only increase over the next 10-15 years as the current
generation of retiring baby boomers creates a major talent shortage in the U.S.

CLICK HERE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MY HEADHUNTER SERVICES
Submit an updated CV along with the answers to the following 5 questions (to better represent you to our hiring
managers). You will automatically receive ‘Member-Only’ status.
1. Reason for your current job search.
2. Minimum salary required to explore jobs matching your background/credentials.
3. Are you willing to relocate? If so, what areas/cities?
4. Compensation history for last 3 years – listing base separately from commissions/bonuses.
5. List at least 3 ‘bulleted’ strengths/accomplishments/selling points related to why you would be an excellent
hire for your next employer.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I SIGN UP?






You will start receiving monthly emails with hundreds of nationwide finance/accounting job openings along
with articles and updates covering the latest relevant finance and accounting news, interviewing tips and
techniques, industry trends, compensation studies and labor statistics.
Once you select a job listing of interest, you simply email the Job ID# to sybilg@spectra-az.com. You will then
receive the full job description (along with compensation, bonus potential and any other qualifiers). I will
personally and confidentially pre-screen and represent you to our hiring manager and/or to our Recruiting
Partner handling that particular job listing.
I will give personally give you immediate feedback following any presentations, interviews or questions.

Please be assured of confidentiality throughout the entire process as you benefit from a personal relationship with
an EXPERIENCED executive recruiter. I will share private client information, guide you through interview preps and
give immediate feedback following all interviews or follow up questions. You may stop my job alerts and
withdraw from this program at any time by sending an email with ‘unsubscribe finance’ on the subject line.

Click here for Spectra International…Voted #1 Executive Search Firm
Click here to take advantage of my offer. YOUR NEW CAREER WAITS!
Sybil Goldberg, CPA/Executive Search Consultant; Scottsdale AZ 85259; 480-481-0411

